


As tradition requires,
on his 25th birthday,
Tom must choose the girl of his dreams,
eyes shut, by the sound of her voice alone.

ABOUT THE FILM

Now We’re Alive is a French drama, with hints of 
poetry and supernatural, written and directed by 
Thibault Arbre, produced by Giles Daoust for Title 
Media. It stars up-and-coming French actors Charles 
Lemaire, Victoria Oberli and Laure Haulet.



As tradition requires,
on his 25th birthday,
Tom must choose the girl of his dreams,
eyes shut, by the sound of her voice alone.

SYNOPSIS

As tradition requires, on his 25th birthday, Tom 
must choose the girl of his dreams, eyes shut, 

by the sound of her voice alone.  Now, he must find 
her, guided solely by the memory of her voice. During 
his quest, Tom pictures her vividly, he names her: 
Jeanne. One evening, returning home after another 
fruitless search, he is surprised by a party. It turns 
out that if he hasn’t found his voice after thirty days, 
she will come to him. However, the young woman 
that reveals herself is not the one he pictured; she 
is not the one he loves. He rejects her but his father 
assures him that she is the one he chose. He must 
marry Lea.

Jeanne comes to him when he closes his eyes. Tom 
now spends most of his time with his eyes shut, 
which deeply troubles both his and Lea’s family. Tom 
struggles to explain his behavior. Lea is concerned; 
she quickly realizes that Tom is lying to her. Who is 
Jeanne? Does she exist, or is she a fantasy? Will Tom 
ever find her?

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

Accept a disappointing truth, or continue to believe in 
the impossible. Fight for something that has little 

chance of ever happening. That is the theme close to 
my heart, and the one that underpins Now We’re Alive.

This movie is about our generation, which is brought 
up to believe that "if you fight, and you work 

hard at school, you can get the job you want, the life 
you want". My great-grandparents were farmers, 
my grandparents went to high school and worked 
for the local administration, and then my parents 
went to college and became a doctor and a teacher. 
Each successive generation took great pride in their 
children’s achievements, always rising above the 
previous one.

What about me? To continue this ascent, what must 
I become? My situation is not unique, far from it. 

Our generation is born to the sound of "fight for what 
you want and you will succeed", yet our path is strewn 
with pitfalls that curtail our chances, until the day 
arrives when we are less successful than our parents, 
and we must face a disappointing truth.  

Now We’re Alive is a shining beacon, reaching out to 
those dreams, and to our desire to fight for them. 

It’s no longer about bettering yourself, but doing what 
you love. Tom’s choice, to accept reality or to try to 
make his dreams come true, embodies the choices 
that we all have to face, be it in love, our studies, our 
careers, building a family, settling in a country, our 
political beliefs.

To stage this opposition between reality and the 
impossible, it seemed obvious to use elements 

pertaining to naturalism and the supernatural. This 
movie offers a choice between a reality and a doorway 
to the impossible, and each of us can choose which to 
believe in. 



CAST & CREW / TECHNICAL DATA

English Title:  Now We’re Alive.
Original title (French): Et maintenant nous sommes en vie.

Writer, Director, Producer: Thibault Arbre.

Producer: Giles Daoust
Executive Producer: Vincent Toujas

Production Companies: Title Media (Belgium), Le Cercle Vertueux (France)

Principal Cast:
Charles Lemaire – Tom
Victoria Oberli – Jeanne
Laure Haulet – Léa

Crew:
Director of Photography: Vincent Toujas
Music: Climax
First Assistant Director: Arthur Laloux

Language: French
Subtitles: English
Duration: 96 min. approx.
Year of completion: 2014
Country: France / Belgium

Website: www.NowWeReAlive.com
Company Website: www.TitleMedia.eu



WRITER / DIRECTOR BIO

Thibault Arbre 
www.thibaultarbre.com

Thibault Arbre was born in the Auvergne region of 
France where he shoots his first movies, notably 

Aurores Boréales, twice a Grand Prize winner in 
festivals. After his second movie Ero, Grand Prize in 
the Senlis Festival, Thibault shoots an electro video 
clip La Marionnette, bought by the American company 
Eurochannel. He founds “Le Cercle Vertueux” an 
association with which he co-produces his first 
feature, Now We’re Alive, which he also writes and 
directs.

He composes the music to all his films, an eerie 
mixture of guitars and electronic music, and founds 
the duo Climax for the soundtrack of Now We’re Alive. 
Climax also contributes to the soundtrack of Jusqu’ici 
by Marc Baradat and of Amor, a hybrid project by 
Charles Lemaire merging film and dance.

Thibault is also a producer (NONSÉRIE, winner of the 
web serial Grand Prize at Geekopolis 2014 and the 
Audience Award at the JAC Webfestival, produced by 
Title Media France) and director of photography (over 
20 shorts, including M. Verdier with Philippe Nahon, 
and Les Oranges, 3 Grand Prizes in festivals and sales 
to Orange, AB Group and Be TV)

Thibault is currently writing Au-Delà, his second 
feature film, produced by Title Media France.

Filmography //
 

2014
Now We’re Alive (Director, Writer, Composer), 96’, produced 

by Title Media

2013
La Marionnette (Director, Producer), Clip, 4’, bought by 

Eurochannel, 4 selections in festivals, distributed by Midbar 
Films.

2012
Ero (Director, Producer, Composer), 20’, Grand Prize at the 

Senlis Festival, Young Director Award at the Hellemmes Festival, 
10 selections in festivals, distributed by Midbar Films.

2011
Indélébile (Co-director), 8’, 7 selections in festivals.

2010
Et Sidaventures (Director), series of 7 clips for an Aids 

awareness campaign, financed by the Crédit Agricole and 
the Allier region, broadcast on local TV, radio interviews and 
newspapers.
Vivre, Ne Plus Vivre, Revivre (Director), Clip for road safety 
awareness, financed by France’s Department for Road Safety 
and the Allier region, broadcast during the first part of concerts 
by Coeur de Pirate, Milow, and Pony Pony Run Run.

2009
Aurores Boréales (Director, Composer), 5’, Grand Prize and 

France Telecom Prize at the Troyes Première Marche Festival, 
Grand Prize at the Nantes Courts en Fac Festival, 15 selections 
in festivals, interviews on Orange Cinenovo.



PRODUCER BIO

Giles Daoust
Title Media – www.gilesdaoust.com

Giles Daoust is an award-winning writer and producer 
active in Brussels, Paris and Los Angeles. Born in 

1979, Giles holds a Master in Business Engineering 
from Solvay Business School (Brussels).

In 2003, he co-founded the film production company 
Title Media in Brussels with Golden Globe winner Alain 
Berliner (My Life in Pink).

Giles has produced or executive produced over twenty 
films (feature and short), including Starry Eyes (Dark 
Sky Films, South By Southwest 2014), Soulmate (Sitges 
& BIFFF 2014) and Artifacts (Lionsgate, Hollywood Film 
Festival 2008).

Giles is also a screenwriter (with over 35 awards 
and nominations), director (with over 20 festival 
selections), art photographer (with over 15 exhibitions), 
music producer, and the director of the world-famous 
Ommegang show, each year on Brussels Grand Place. 

Giles has worked with some prominent producers, 
among which Gavin Polone (Panic Room), Mike Macari 
(The Ring), Pierre David (Videodrome), Neil Marshall 
(The Descent), Travis Stevens (Cheap Thrills), and Armen 
Aghaeian (Stephen King’s Cell). 

Giles is represented by Original Artists (Beverly Hills) 
and Madhouse Entertainment (Los Angeles).

Filmography // 

Feature Films / 

2015  
The Remotest Island (producer): documentary, dir William 

McMaster

2014  
Et maintenant nous sommes en vie (producer): drama, dir 

Thibault Arbre
Us & Them (producer): drama, dir Kriss Munsya
 

2013  
Soulmate (executive producer): supernatural, dir Axelle 

Carolyn, prod Neil Marshall 
Starry Eyes (exec. producer): horror, dir Kolsch / Widmyer, prod 
Travis Stevens 
Fight For Space (associate producer): NASA documentary, dir 
Paul Hildebrandt

2009 
A Broken Life (writer, story): thriller, distr Anchor Bay, cast 

Tom Sizemore, Ving Rhames

2008 
Artifacts (writer, director, producer): sci-fi thriller, distr 

Lionsgate, sales Cinemavault

2006 
The Room (writer, director, producer): supernatural, sales 

Imagination Worldwide

2004  
Last Night on Earth (writer, director, producer): drama, sales 

Insomnia World Sales

Short Films /

2014 
Noct (writer, producer): supernatural thriller, dir Vincent 

Toujas 
HannaH (producer): psychological thriller, dir Sean Delecroix
Blattaria (producer): supernatural thriller, dir Thomas 
Pantalacci 
Silhouette (producer): supernatural thriller, dir Bertrand Cazor

2013  
Forest Man (producer): documentary, dir William McMaster 

Escape (executive producer): thriller, dir Christophe Bec 

2012 
The Halloween Kid (executive producer): supernatural, dir 

Axelle Carolyn, prod Neil Marshall 

2005  
Personal Spectator (producer): drama, dir Emmanuel Jespers, 

distr Fox Searchlab
Fishboy (producer): sci-fi, dir Laurent Michelet

2003  
Bolero (writer, director, producer): drama



Charles Lemaire

Born in a family of performers, he rapidly discovers 
his love for the stage thanks to his father’s theatrical 

company in Caudry, Northern France. He trained at the 
Petit Conservatoire, a performing arts school created 
for the children of the theatrical company. At the 
death of his father when he was 17, it was this love 
for the theatre that kept him going. After obtaining a 
Classics Degree, he does an M.A in Theatre Aesthetics 
at Lille III University to join a reflection workshop on 
the rehearsals of Li by Carolyn Carlson at the National 
Choreographic Centre of Roubaix. He writes his thesis 
on Butô before pursuing his acting career with Vincent 
Thomas from the Now Where Theatre Company and 
performing in a number of his shows: namely Ubu Roi 
by Alfred Jarry at the Avignon Festival.

After working and observing at Ariane Mnouchkine’s 
Théâtre du Soleil during improvisation sessions, 

and then Patrice Chéreau and Thierry Thieû Nyang 
during their creation session at the Louvre Museum, 
he realizes both the importance of stage directing and 
the desire to get away from classical staging. During a 
writing residency at La Ménagerie de Verre (Paris), the 
Centre National Chorégraphique d’Orléans and the Musée 
National des Arts Asiatiques (Guimet) in 2014, he creates 
and stages Amor, a solo dance-theatre performance 
with the dancer Samuel Dutertre. 

As a movie actor, he has worked alongside 
Isabelle Nanty, Cédric Klapisch, Olivier 

Mégaton, Philippe Haïm and Yvan Attal. He 
has played in Le Phénix, a short by Michaël 
Dessein (Pictanovo-Les films d'autrefois), 
Astérix et Obélix aux Jeux Olympiques by 
Thomas Langmann and Frédéric Forestier 
(La Petite Reine), Drumont by Emmanuel 
Bourdieu, with Denis Podalydès (France 2). 
His agent is Céline Billot from the Agence 
Marceline Lenoir.

PRINCIPAL CAST BIO



Victoria Oberli

Victoria Oberli is a young actress whose first 
appearance in a feature film, Young Europe by 

Matteo Vicino in 2012, was rewarded by a Best Actress 
nomination at the Milan International Film Festival. 
Victoria now travels between Paris and Rome where 
she also performs and is represented by the Italian 
agent Claudio Valenti. Her roles are varied but always 
motivated by her personal acting choices.

Now We’re Alive is her second feature film. She has also 
performed in independent shorts, music videos such 
as The Hype by English singer Eliza Doolitle, and more 
recently in the web serial Something About You for the 
prestigious Vogue Eyewear.
In her spare time, Victoria continues to enrich her 
cultural background and follows several courses in 
Marketing, Literature and Foreign Languages. She 
believes that every experience is beneficial to her as 
an actress. As well as her native French, she is also 
fluent in English and Italian

PRINCIPAL CAST BIO



Laure Haulet

Laure Haulet discovers the theatre for the first time 
in 2005 when she enters the Conservatoire National 

de Région de Nice. Determined to become a professional 
actress, she studies there for three years under the 
guidance of Claudine Hunault. At the same time, she 
makes her stage debut at the Théâtre National de Nice 
alongside Paul Chariéras and Paulo Correia. In 2007 
she joins the Triphase company where she also tries 
her hand at stage directing and writing. In 2009 she 
is accepted at the Conservatoire Gustave Charpentier in 
Paris under the direction of Jean-Luc Galmiche. She 
obtains her diploma in Theatre Studies with honors. 
From 2012 to 2013 she works alongside Sharif Andoura 
at the Atelier de la Colline and joins the Lovely Compagnie 
theatre company. She plays a major role in Now We’re 
Alive, the feature film by Thibault Arbre.

PRINCIPAL CAST BIO



TITLE MEDIA - since 2003
Brussels: 203 Galerie de la Porte Louise, 1050 Brussels, Belgium
Paris: 116 Rue de Courcelles, 75017 Paris, France
Bordeaux : 31 rue Minvielle, 33000 Bordeaux, France
Los Angeles: 1328 Londonderry View Dr., Los Angeles CA 90069, USA

Press contact: 
Catherine Dumonceaux
kate@titlemedia.eu
+32 484 73 68 26

Additional contacts:
Giles Daoust (Producer) gdaoust@titlemedia.eu 
Thibault Arbre (Writer / Director) thibaultarbre@hotmail.fr


